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0. INTRODUCTION 
We study the abstract equation 
du/dt = B(u), 
u(0) = 240 
in a Banach space V. B is a homogeneous gradient operator, i.e., 
B(rx) = r”B(x), XE v,r>o, 
(0.1) 
(0.2) 
(0.3) 
for some constant m > 1 and 
B(x) = - f(x) x E v. w4j 
where 4: V-, IR is C’, convex, and 4’ denotes the Frkhet derivative. Let V 
be dense in a Hilbert space H with compact and continuous injection. With 
additional hypothesis on boundedness and coercivity of B we obtain the 
following results. 
‘4 Louver Bound Estimate for the norms of Solutions. Any solution u of 
(0. l), (0.2) satisfies 
1 
IluwlH~ (cIt+C2)ll(mf1) ’ t > T, 
where cl, c2 and T are constants, depending on u,. (See Section 1.) 
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Multiplicity of Separable Solutions. There exists a set (uk}rZ, in I’ such 
that 
u/r(t) = [trn- l)tL~ajll(m-l~ (0.6) 
solves (0.1) for any choice of positive a. (See Section 2.) 
There is a multitude of equations (generally degenerate, parabolic) in the 
literature satisfying our hypotheses. Some common ones (studied in Section 
3) are 
au 
Z = div((Vu(“-’ VU), (0.7) 
(0.9) 
au z = -d(ldfiy+' du). (0.10) 
Equation (0.9) finds applications in filtrations of gases in porous media and 
has been a subject of intense study in recent years. See Peletier 191 for a 
description of some known ‘resuts and references. In /7] Gurtin and 
MacCamy apply (0.9) to a problem of propagation of biological populations. 
It can be shown that their theory and results have analogues when applied to 
Eq. (0.7). We also mention in passing that the elliptic part of (0.7) plays a 
central role (with m = N - 1) in theory of quasiregular mappings 113 1. 
Equations (0.8) and (0.10) seem to have been first studied by Vishik [ 12 1. 
All these equations have been formulated within a unified framework by 
Lions [Sl and it is his approach that we adopt in this paper. 
A weaker version of the lower bound estimate (0.5) was obtained in 111 
for the case of Eq. (0.9) within the framework of contraction semigroups in 
L’(G). In the same work we also obtained the existence of infinitely many 
separable solutions for the same equation. However, in constrast to the 
present treatment, there we made a strong use of the Lp regularity of the 
Laplacian operator. That approach had to be abandoned since we wished to 
include nonlinear operators such as those entering (0.7) and (0.8) for which 
no corresponding results are available. 
The idea of exploiting the homogeneity property of the abstract operator B 
was inspired by the paper of Crandall and Benilan [5], who obtained some 
regularization results for Eq. (0.1). Other works relevant to the lower bound 
result are Aronson and Peletier [ 21 and Berryman and Holland [ 3 1. 
It is a pleasure to thank Professor M. G. Crandall for a useful conver- 
sation during which the contents of [ 5 1 were brought to our attention. 
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1. THE LOWER BOUND ESTIMATE 
We consider the differential equation 
du/dt = B(u), (1.1) 
u(0) = ug (1.2) 
in a Banach space V. We assume that V is reflexive, separable and dense in a 
Hilbert space H, the injection being continuous and compact. We denote the 
inner product in H by (., .) and extend it to V’ x Ti by duality. Here V’ is 
identified with the dual of Y and we have VC H c: V’. We take B: I/+ V’ 
and impose the following hypotheses. 
(i) Homogeneity. There exists a constant m > 1 such that 
B(rx) = r”B(x), XE r/. r>o. (1 2:: 
(ii) Gradient Structure. There exists a continuously Frechet differen- 
tiable convex function 4: c/+ IR such that B(x) = - 4’(x). We take Q(0) = 0. 
(Thus -B is monotone and hemicontinuous.) 
(iii) Boundedness. There exists a positive constant c such that 
IIW)llV~ G cII.$.!3 x E v. (1.4) 
(iv) Coerciuity. There exists a seminorm [. ] on V with the property that 
l-4 + 4l-4lfl ~PllXllV~ x E v, (!“jj 
for some positive constants d and p, and a positive constant cz such that 
(-B(x), x) > 4xlm+‘, XE v. (1.6) 
Under hypotheses (ii), (iii) and (iv), for any u0 E H there exists a unique 
solution u(t) of (l.l), (1.2)‘such that 
24 EL::‘((O, 4; ~)nl;~c(lO, c0);H). (1.7) 
Moreover, 
(l.sj 
(see Lions [8, p. 1621). 
Remarks. (a) (m + i)/m is the conjugate exponent of m + 1; hence (1.7) 
and (1.8) imply by a well known interpolation result, that the function u( ~ ) 
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(possibly after a modification on a set of measure zero) is continuous from 
10, co) into H. The initial condition (1.2) is satisfied in this sense. 
(b) Note the regularizing effect of the differential equation: For any 
initial condition u,, in H, the solution enters V and stays there for all positive 
time. In the following theorem we are interested in the large time behavior of 
solutions; hence with no loss of generality we will take u0 E V. 
Now we state the main theorem of this section. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let u0 E V and u,, # 0. Under hypotheses (i)-(iv) above, 
there exist positive constants cl, c2 and T, depending on uO, such that 
1 
II WllH a (c, c + CZ)llw) ’ t > T. 
Proof. It follows from (i) and (ii) that for any x E I’ and r > 0 
q3(rx) = !I (#‘(TX), x) dz = - !d (B(rx), s) dt 
= - f zm(B(x), x) dr = - 2 (B(x), x). 
-0 
(1.10) 
In particular 
(1.11) 
Now let u be the solution of (l.l), (1.3) and define the function o by 
v(t) = (1 + t)“-‘) u(t). (1.12) 
It is easily checked that v satisfies 
(t+ l)~=B(v)+---&v. 
Resealing the time by z = ln(t + 1) we obtain 
$=B(v) +-&v: 
v(0) = u. 
Thus by (1.7) and (1.8) 
(1.13) 
(1.14) 
(1.15) 
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and 
U’EL ;;+ ‘y(O, co); V’). 
Now define the functional E on V by 
Differentiating this formally along v(r), we obtain 
= ( qY(u(r)) - ---&c(z), d(7)) 
=-- 
( B(f47)) + J& L(T), L”(5) 1 
(1.17) 
= - (u’(z), u’(7)) < 0; 
thus E is decreasing along the trajectories of (1.1). The problem with this 
argument is that since u’(7) E F”, the expression (u’(r), v’(t)) is meaningless. 
We will see below in Proposition 1.2, with a rigorous argument, that E 
indeed is nonincreasing along the trajectories. Accepting this for the moment. 
we have 
E(v(7)) < E(u(0)) = E(u,) gf E, 
for all r > 0. (Recall that we are taking u0 in V.) Thus 
(u’(7), o(7)) = g lM7)ll~ 
(cf. Tanabe [ 11, p. 15 l]), we obtain 
(1.18) 
(i,19j 
1.1 I), and noting On the other hand, multiplying (1.13) by z](r), using ( 
that 
+-$ll47)llL= - (m + 1) 5W7)) + &ll47)lli. (1.20) 
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Eliminating #(v(r)) in (1.19) and (1.20) we arrive at 
(1.21) 
Now consider two cases. 
Case 1. E, < 0. Then we obtain from (1.21) that for sufficiently 
large r 
11 W/l& > Cm + 1)(--E,) > 0. 
Thus from (1.12) 
for some positive numbers c’ and T, proving (1.9) in this case. 
Case 2. E, > 0. It is simple consequence of the homogeneity of B that if 
u(t) is a solution of (l.l), so is z?(t) = Rz@‘+lt) for all nonnegative R. We 
have G(O) = Ru(0) = Ru,. Then 
E@(O)) = E(Ru,) 
Since u0 # 0, choosing R sufficiently small we obtain E(z?(O)) < 0. Thus 
Case 1 applies to zi and (1.22) yields 
I, 
II WIH a (t + lf”W 2 t sufficiently large, 
from which it follows that 
C” 
(t + Rm-l)l/(m-1) ’ 
This in turn is equivalent to (1.9) and so the proof of the theorem is 
complete. Next we give the proof of (1.18). 
PROPOSITION 1.3. Under the hypothesis of Theorem 1.1, the function 
E(v(t)) is nonincreasing. 
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Proof. It is sufficient to prove (1.18). For this, we have to go back to the 
construction of solutions of (1.13), (1.14) with the method of 
Faedo-Galerkin, as done in [8). Let (We]; I be a subset of V such that 
(a) each finite subset of the set ( wj} is linearly independent, and 
(b) the set of all finite linear combinations of 1~7,:s is dense in V. 
For an:y integer n, let W,, = spaniw,,..., w,} and D~,~ E W,, be such that 
eon + u. in V, as n-tm. (1.233 
Let u,(r) E W, be the solution of the system of ordinary differential 
equations 
with j = I, 2,..., n. Since now u:(r) E W,, c V, computation (1.17) makes 
sense and yields 
E(L’,(T.)) G E(~o,)- (1.24) 
Thus for any 0 ( si < s, c co 
It was shown in [8, pp. 1591, that as n+ co 
t’, - u weakly in Lm+‘([sl, sz], I’), (1.26) 
~1; -1 z” weakly in L(m+l)‘m( IsI, ~~1, I”), (1.27) 
where L’ is the solution of (1.13), (1.14). Therefore by Theorem IS.1 of [X] 
and the compact injection of V into H we obtain 
c, -+ L’ strongly in Lmf’([sl, szl, H). (1.28) 
Thus in particular 
Moreover, it follows from (1.26) and the convexity of @ that 
(1.29j 
lim inf 1” #(u,(t)) dr > 1” Q(a(rjj ds. 
n-m ‘S, ‘SI 
(1.3Oj 
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Taking the limit, as I? -+ co, of both sides of (1.24) and using (1.23), (1.29) 
and (1.30), we arrive at (1.18). Q.E.D. 
Remark. Jack Hale has pointed out to us that in finite dimensional 
spaces, Theorem 1.1 can be proved in a trivial way, even without the 
hypothesis on the gradient structure of B. Specifically, take V= H and let 
Then multiply (1.13) by u(r) to obtain 
But by homogeneity 
Therefore 
Since m > 1, it follows that [lv(r)llH > E > 0 if 7 is sufficiently large, hence 
establishing Theorem 1.1. 
In the applications in Section 3, V is infinite dimensional and q = - co, 
thus the argument above does not apply. However this observation clarifies 
the importance of the assumption m > 1, in making the origin for Eq. (1.13) 
unstable. 
Remark. The lower bound established in Theorem 1.1 cannot be 
improved. To see this, replace for the moment the coercivity assumption 
(1.6) by the stronger requirement 
(--B(x), x) > a 11x11;“. 
Therefore multiplying (1.13) by u(r) we obtain 
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Here we have used the continuity of the imbedding of 1’ into M. It follows 
then that I/ c(r)ilH < k for all T for some constant k. Therefore 
which is a rate of decay of solutions compatible with the Iower bound 
obtained in (1.9). 
2. SEPARABLE SOLUTION§ 
By a separable solution of Eq. (1.1) we mean a function I = r(t) :‘. 
u E I/. which satisfies (1.1). Here T is a real valued function defined on 
10, co). We will show the existence of at least countably many such 
solutions. We note that any (not necessarily separable) solution u(t) of (I. 1) 
generates an equivalence class of solutions of the form Ru(Rm-‘t), R > 0. By 
the existence of infinitely many separable solutions we mean the existence of 
infinitely many such equivalence classes. 
All the hypotheses on spaces V, H, Y’ and the hypotheses (i)-(k) on 
operator B stated in the beginning of Section 1 remain in effect in this 
section. En addition, we assume the following. 
(v) B is odd. i.e., 
B(-x) = -B(x), XE v. (2.1) 
(vi) Coerciue Monotonicity. With the seminorm [. \ defined as in (1.5 )q 
there exists a positive constant u such that 
f-B(-u)+B(v),x-tl)~al.u-u\m”, x,y E v. (2.2) 
R ernarks. (a) Equation (2.2) with u = 0 is just the statement of the 
monotonicity of -B. Also note that the coercivity condition (1.6) is obtained 
from (2.2) by letting y = 0. 
(b) It follows from (2.1) and (1.11) that @ is an even function on V. 
To find the equations satisfied by T(t) and ~1, substitute u(t) = r(t) t’ in 
(1.1) and separate the variables to obtain 
T'(~>+P(T(~))~ = 0, (2.3) 
B(v) + plc = 0. (2.4) 
where p is the separation constant. If z’ is a nonzero solution of (2.4) we 
have, by (1.6) 
(-B(u), u) > ~l[t~]~~+~ 
p= IIzJjl; ' IlLql:, . 
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Therefore ,D is nonnegative. If ,D = 0, T(t) is a constant by (2.3) and any 
solution v of B(v) = 0 is a stationary solution of (1.1). The various positive 
choices of ,U yield solutions in the same equivalence class, as described 
above; thus we will take ,U = 1 in what follows. Solving (2.3) explicitly, we 
obtain 
On the other hand, solutions of (2.4) are obtained as the critical points (i.e., 
points where F’ = 0) of he function F: V+ iR defined by 
F(x) = 4(x) - 4 &xl& XE v. P-6) 
Note that for any y E V, we have 
F’(x)(y) = - (B(x) + x,y); 
thus F’(v) = 0 implies that B(v) + u = 0. Let t’ be a solution of this equation. 
Then 
u(r) = [(m - 1) t + (T;o))y+y-~) 
solves (1.1). Observe that this is consistent with the lower bound estimate 
(1.9) of Section 1 and indicates that the bound cannot be improved. 
Now we state the main theorem of this section. 
THEOREM 2.1. Under hypotheses (ik(vi), the equation 
F’(u) = 0, LT E v, (2.7) 
has at least a countable family of solutions in V. 
ProoJ We apply the Lusternik-Schnirelman theory of critical points in 
the setting developed by Clark [4). See also Rabinowitz [ 101. Thus for any 
positive number a let 
Fa={uEV:F(u)<-a) Q-8) 
and define 
i,(F) = ,‘\y+ y(F”>, (2.9) 
i?(F) = .$yrn y(F’Y, (2. IO) 
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where II denotes the gelzus of the set F”. We will show that 
i,(F) = + 00, (Z.fl) 
i,(F) < d < +a. (2.12) 
Thus we conclude the existence of infinitely many solutions for (2.7) by 
applying Theorem 9 of [4], provided that the following technical condition, 
known as the Palais-Smale condition, holds: 
Any sequence (v,} in V which satisfies 
F(u,) < 0, 
F(u,,) > -K for some K > 0, 
F’(v,) -+ 0 in V’ as n-03 
has a convergent subsequence. 
We proceed with the proof in three steps. 
(2.13) 
(2.14) 
(2.15 j 
step 1. Verification of the Palais-Smale condition. Let /~‘,i be a 
sequence in V satisfying (2.13)-(2.15). We have, for any xE V. 
F’(v,J(x) = qi’(o,)(x) - (vn, x) 
= (-B(u,). X) - (v,, , -yj. 
(2.16) 
Hence by (1.11) 
F’(u,)(u,) = (-B(u,), U”) - // I!, Ii; 
= (m -I- 1) qqu,) - \lL~,&. 
Now from (2.14) we get 
4(0,) - f II L’, ii; > --K; 
therefore 
(2.17) 
Let \I v, \iH = R, . The sequence (R, } is bounded. Indeed if not, then we see 
from (2.17) that 11 vi, IIy should gr ow faster than Ri (because F’(v,) -+ 0 by 
(2.15)); thus by (1.5), [on] g rows faster than Ri. On the other hand 
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where we have used (1.11) and (1.6). Since [v, 1”’ ’ grows faster than 
R~"""' and )I ~~11; = Ri, this contradicts (2.13). 
Thus ~~~~~~~ is bounded. Therefore (2.18) and (2.13) imply that IV,] is 
bounded, then by (1.5), (Izln(ly is bounded. Thus {v,} has a weakly 
convergent subsequence in V. Let 
vni - u weakly in V. (2.19) 
Then by the compact embedding of V into H 
u,+ z’ in H. .I 
(2.20) 
Now we write 
F’(u,)(v, - v) = (-B(u,) + B(v), on,. - u> 
- (B(u), vnj - on> - @Jnj, unj - v>. 
The left hand side of this expression approaches zero as j + co, by (2.15). 
The last two terms of the right hand side also approach zero, by (2.19) and 
(2.20); hence 
(-B(u,i) + B(v), uq - u> -+ 0 as j-co. 
We conclude from (2.2) that 
then by (1.5) 
v,-+ v I as j-+coinV, 
thus verifying the Palais-Smale condition. 
Step 2. i,(F) = + co. Fix an integer N and let (~~)j”=, be a linearly 
independent set in V. For an arbitrary R > 0 consider the sphere 
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Then for any v E S,v(R) we have 
FW=W~!l~lIb 
= -& (-B(v), v) - + /I v 11; 
< ;I;-:-rll~~~~il~~li~llr~-~ll~il~ (22 I ) 
Here we have used (1.11) and (1.4). Let 
Note that ~7 > 0. This is because S,(l) is compact and the minimum is 
achieved. Also note that 
LE-$yR, il UllH = DR. ’ .h 
Going back to (2.21) we get 
F(P)+R~+~ +R’, 2: E S,.(R). 
Now for any sufficiently small a > 0, we can choose R so that 
F(u) < -Q, I’ E S,(R). 
Therefore S,(R) c F’; hence 
N = Y(Sk)) < Y(F”). 
Since N is arbitrary, we obtain (2.11). 
Step 3. i,(F) is finite. Define 
N, = {v E v: Iv] = 0). (2.22) 
jO5,/43:3-3 
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One can see from (1.5) that N, is a closed linear subspace of H. Let N, 
denote the orthogonal complement of N, in H,, i.e., N, @ N2 = H. Now we 
have 
LEMMA 1.2. (i) N, is finite dimensional. 
(ii) There exiits a positive constant k such that 
Ivl> kllvllw vENZnV. 
Proof. (i) Consider the ball 
B,=(vEN,:[[v([,<l\. 
Let (u, } be a sequence in II,. Then by (1.5) 
~llv,ll >Pllvnllv~ 
(2.23) 
so {o,} is bounded in V, therefore it has a weakly convergent subsequence in 
V. Let v - v. Then v,.- ~1 in H by the compact embedding of a into H. 
Thus B, l/s compact in k; hence N, is finite dimensional. 
(ii) We proceed by contradiction. If (2.23) is not true then there exists 
a sequence (v,} in N2n V such that [vnj -+ 0 and J(v,,jjV = 1 as n -+ co. With 
no loss of generality assume that v, - v weakly in V. Thus v, --, u strongly 
in H. Now for any x E N, we have 
0 = (v, 3 x) --t (v, WY), 
thus (v, x) = 0 for all x E N, ; therefore v E N2. On the other hand, since 
TV,,] + 0, we obtain from the lower semicontinuity of the seminorm that 
[v] < lim inf [v,] = 0; 
n-m 
therefore o E N, . Combined with u E Nz this implies. that v = 0. Then v, -+ 0 
in H and [v,l + 0, together with (1.5), imply that v, --f 0 in V, contradicting 
the hypothesis (Iv,(ly = 1. Q.E.D. 
Now we proceed to show that i,(F) is finite. We have, by (1.6), 
F(v) = 4(v) - 4 II v II:, 
= (m + 1)(-B(v), v) - 4 Ib$, (2.24) 
> a(m + l)[v]“+’ - 4 ~~v~~~. 
Define the set 
Gn = {v E I? a(m + l)[vlm+'-$ IIvI/i < - a] 
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for any a > 0. Referring to the definition of F” in (2.8) and in view of (2.24) 
we have Fa c G”. 
Let VEG”. Write v=v~+u~,u,EN~, v,EN,. Actual!y vZEN2nV 
because UE V and zlr EN, c V. Then since IIuI&= //vrj$+ ilv2/&, we get 
cf(m + l)[zI*jm+‘ -Q /I z-l1 IIf, - d llvzilX < - a; 
then by (2.23) and the continuous embedding of V into H 
k’ I/ u,I/;+’ - f llGr-~ll~lll;.I<-~ 
with some positive constant k’. The sum of the first two terms on the left is 
bounded from below, so if a is sufficiently large we will have Ij U, 11; > K > 0. 
where K, depending on a, is independent of the choice of z’ in G”. Thus for 
sufficiently large values of a we have 
G” c {v E H: /juIIIH>K} 
=!L’lEN,:jlv,/I,~KK)ONz. 
Now by Lemma 6(e) of Clark 141, the genus of the set on the right is no 
more than d, the dimension of N, ; therefore 
and thus i?(F) < d. Q.E.D. 
Remark. Since all separable solutions u(t) satisfy [(m - 1) t + 
(l-(o))-m+l]‘~~m-l) 24(t) = II),, vk a solution of (2.7). the natural question is 
whether, given an arbitrary solution of (l.l), there exists a solution ck- of 
(2.?j such that 
((m - 1) t + cJl’(m-1) u(t) + Vk as t-00. (2.25) 
A related problem, if (2.25) is true, is the mechanism of selection of the 
point uk in terms of the initial condition ug. The infinity of the possible 
limiting states complicates the analysis of both questions. -4ronson and 
Peletier [21 have obtained a result in this direction for a concrete realization 
of the abstract equation (1.1) under the additional restriction of positivity of 
the initial data. This has the consequence of cutting down the possible 
limiting states to a unique uK. Berryman and Holland /3] have also analyzed 
a similar question for a related problem, 
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3. APPLICATIONS 
3.A. A degenerate Parabolic Equation 
Consider the following equation with m > 1: 
au/at = div(lVulm-’ VU), in0 x R+, 
~(~vulm-%)=O, onaJ2 X R+, 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
U(.G 0) = u,(x), x E a. (3.3) 
Here Q is a smoothly bounded domain in R”‘, N> 1 and ;Ilav indicates 
differentiation in the direction normal to the boundary. Following Lions 
(8, p. 1641 we take V= Wrvrn+’ (Q), H = L*(0). Define the operator B by 
(B(u), v) = -lo IVul”-’ Vu. Vv dx, u, v E v. (3.4) 
Then (3.1) and (3.2) can be written in an equivalent combined form 
(du/dt, v) = (B(u), v) tiVEV, (3.5) 
which has to be solved subject to u(0) = u0 E H. According to the abstract 
theory developed in Section 1, solutions will exist provided that B satisfies 
the hypothesis stated there. Conditions (1.3) and (2.1) are trivially satisfied. 
Also we have 
4(u) = ---&[D~VU~m+ld~, UE V, (3.6) 
as a potential for the operator -B. The boundedness condition (1.4) is easy 
to check, and in fact we obtain the stronger estimate 
IIB(u)llv ,<IIV4l,m,+l. (3.7) 
For the seminorm in condition (1.5) we take 
[u] = (IVf4I(Lm+l. (3.8) 
Equation (1.5) is clearly satisfied. The coercivity condition (1.6) follows 
from (3.4): 
(-B(u),u)=jn IV~./~+‘dsx= [ulmtl. (3.9) 
To check the coercive monotonicity condition (2.2), we need the following 
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lemma. Lemma 1 in Gilding and Peletier [6] is related to the one dimen- 
sional version of this. 
LEMMA 3.1. For any m > 1 there exists a positive number c?, such that 
(jx/+lx-l$-ly)- (X-y)>C,iX-JtlmT1 (3.10) 
for ali x, y E I?“‘. 
Proof. Proceed with contradiction. If (3.10) is not true, then there exist 
sequences (x,] and {JJ,} in RN such that 
lx, -4Tnl = 1, for all 12, (3.11) 
and 
(/X,/-l x, - / y,lrn-l Y,) . (x, -V,)- 0, as II--, co. (3.12) 
With no loss of generality take ( y, / > /x, / . Then 
~~,,~~~,-~,~~/~,l~i~,/-l~~lj~~. 
Also clearly / x, 1 m - ’ - I ~1, Im- ’ < 0. Therefore 
h21rn~’ x, -I .llrl r,,> * (X,-Y,> 
= IxJ-‘IX, -yn/* + (/xJ-’ - / &y)yn . (x,, -Jr,) 
> l.qrl ; 
hence x, + 0 as n 
(lX,lnl- 
+ co. On the other hand 
x, - 1 yny Y,) . (%I -Y,) 
-51 m+* + 1 y/1+ - (IX,/m-i + / y,l”-‘)(x .)I) 
X,1 m+l + 1 y,/m+l - (Ix,jm+’ + / y,2/m-1)I~~II yj 
= (klrn - I J’nlm)(lX,tl - / Y,l> > 0. 
Since the left hand side converges to zero, so does the right hand side; 
therefore /x, / - / yn I 4 0 as n + co. Since x, + 0 we conclude that y, -+ 0, 
hence x,, - y, + 0, contradicting (3.1 I) and proving the lemma. 
Remark. Another approach for proving (3.10) is the use of minimization 
method and Lagrange multipliers. The proof, although more lengthy, yields 
the value of the coefficient c,. We obtain c, = 2’+’ for m > 2 (and clearly 
for m = 1). Although there are strong indications that c, = 2”-’ also for 
1 < m < 2, we have not been able to prove this. 
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The coercive monotonicity condition (2.2) follows by applying (3.10) to 
(3.4). For all U, u E V we have 
>c, /(Vu-vvu(“+‘dx=c,[u-VI”+‘. , 
Thus all the hypotheses of Sections 1 and 2 are satisfied. Hence for any u,, in 
L’(O), there exists a unique solution u of (3.1)-(3.3) such that 
u E L;“,y((o, co); w*qm+ l (Q))nL"O([O, co); Z,‘(Q)) and we have the 
following. 
COROLLARY 3.2. (i) The solution u of (3.1)-(3.3) satisJes 
1 
II WILW?) > (Clt + C2)I/(m-1) ’ t sufficiently large (3.13) 
for constants c, and cz, depending on u, . 
(ii) There exist functions vk E W,*,+,(Q), k = 1, 2,..., such that 
+(x7 t) = 
Vk(X) 
[(m - 1) t + a]‘~cm-‘) 
solves (1. 1 ), (1.2) for any arbitrary, positive a. 
Remark. With some slight changes, the computation of this subsection 
can be applied also to Eq. (0.8) of the Introduction. We omit the details. In 
both cases Dirichlet or mixed boundary conditions can replace the Neumann 
condition (3.2). 
3.B. The Porous Medium Equation 
Consider, for m > 1, the equation 
au/at =d(lUy-’ u), in0 X R+, 
u = 0, onaQxR+, 
u(x, 0) = u,(x), x E a, 
(3.14) 
(3.15) 
(3.16) 
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where Sz is a smoothly bounded domain in R”, M> I. Following Lions 
[S, p. 1901, we take V = L m+‘(f2), H= W-‘a’. Since m > I, we have 
V c H. The inner product in W-‘,‘(Si?) can be defined by extending the L’ 
inner product through duality to W-l,* x Wi**. For any u E W-‘**(G) let 
6~ WA.“@) be defined by 
Then for any U, u E W-‘I’, the expression 
defines an inner product in IV-‘.‘(R) which is equivalent to the standard 
inner product W-I,*. Identifying H with its own dual, extend the inner 
product (-, .)H to V’ x V, where V’ is the dual of V with respect to H. Then 
define the operator B: V-t V’ by 
(B(u), v), = - jo /u/*-’ uu dx: u, u E I/= LnT+‘(L?). (3.17) 
Note that formally 
= [ A(julm-’ u) t;dx= (A(lzj’“-’ u), ~7)~~.-,.~~~-~,~ 
” a 
= (A(lul”-’ u), u)H; 
therefore B(u) = A(1 u /‘n-1 u). 
The operator B defined in (3.17) satisfies all the hypotheses of Sections 1 
and 2. Specifically the homogeniety conditions (1.3) and (2.1) are clearly 
satisfied. The boundedness condition (1.4) follows from (3.17) and Holder’s 
inequality. Also -B has the potential function $: V+ R given by 
#(u> = --$& lulm+’ dx. 
Since we are considering the Dirichlet boundary value problem here, there is 
no need for introducing the seminorm in (1.5). (In other words. take 
Iul = ll4lr-> Th e coercivity condition (1.6) then is immediate from (3.17). 
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The coercive monotonicity condition (2.2) is derived in a manner similar to 
the computation in the subsection 3.A. Specifically, we obtain from (3.17): 
hp-VI m+ldx=c,I/u-v/I;+‘, 
where we have used (3.10). Since all conditions of Sections 1 and 2 are 
satisfied, we conclude that for any U, E W-‘,‘(0) there exists a unique 
solution u ‘of (3.14)-(3.16) such that u E L;$‘(J2 x (0, co)) n,5EC( 10, co); 
W-‘*‘(O)). Moreover we have 
COROLLARY 3.3. (i) The solution u of (3.14)-(3.16) satisfies 
1 
t .wfJciently large, (3.18) 
for positive constants c, and c,, depending on uO. 
(ii) There exist functions vk E Lm’ ‘(a), k = 1, 2,..., such that 
2$(x, t) = Uk(X) 
(p - 1) t + .l”(m-r) 
solves (1.1) and (1.2) for any arbitrary, positive a. 
Remark. It is shown in Lions [S, p. 1951 that if the initial condition U, is 
chosen in L’(G) then the solution of problem (3.14)-(3.16) exhibits nicer 
regularity properties than what can be expected when u0 is in W-l-‘. 
Specifically, for U, in L’(Q) the solution u is in the space LzC([O, co); 
L’(f2)) and moreover 
(z4l(*-‘)‘2 2.4 E L;c(([o, co); w;J(a)). 
Remark. By the Sobolev imbedding theorem and duality we have 
LpCN)(f2) c W-‘q’(f2), where 
P(W = $ ifN> 2, 
= 1 + E, E > 0 arbitrary, ifN= 2. 
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Therefore (3.18) in particular implies that 
1 
II 4f~llLm.~~ 2 (c, t + C2)li(m--l) 3 
when t is sufficiently large. This is an improvement over the lower bound 
estimate in [ 11~ 
3.C. A Higher Order Equation 
Consider, for m > 1, the equation 
al.4 
t- 
- -d(~Llzf~m-ldu), inQx R”, (3.20) 
; (IAUy-l Au) = 0, on&II x R+, (3.21) 
24(x,0)= 2$(x), x E a, (3.22) 
where 0 is a bounded, smooth domain in R”. Following Lions 18, p. 167 1~ 
take V = fV’*“+ ’ (0) and define 
(B(u), u) = - 1. jAu I’+ Au Av d.x, 24, ?J E v. 
20 
Take 
1~1 = IlA&n+~(a,: 24 E v, 
as the seminorm entering in (1.5). We have 
#(uj=--l j- j~124j”~‘d.x 
m+ 1-Q 
as the potential function for -B. It is easily verified that all the hypotheses 
of Sections 1 and 2 are satisfied. Therefore for each ug in I,‘(n) there exists 
a solution u of (3.20~(3.22) such that 
14 E Lr”,,+‘((O, co j; Wz,m+ l (.nj>n~z(109 4;~“W) 
and we have the following result. 
COROLLARY 3.4. (i) Th e solution u of (3.20)-(2.22j satisfies 
II wNLw~ 3 
1 
(c, t + C2)l!(m- 1) ’ 
t sufficiently large, 
for constants c, and c2 depending on u. 
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(ii) There exist functions vk E W2*m+‘(L?), k = 1, 2,..., such that 
U,(& t) = 
V/c(X) 
[(m- l)t+a]“‘m-l) 
solves (3.20~(3.21) for any arbitrary, positive a. 
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